• General Administrative Noncooperation
• Judicial Noncooperation
• Deliberate Inefficiency And Selective Noncooperation By Enforcement Agents
• Mutiny

**Domestic Governmental Action:**
• Quasi-Legal Evasions And Delays
• Noncooperation By Constituent Governmental Units

**International Governmental Action:**
• Changes In Diplomatic And Other Representation:
  • Delay And Cancellation Of Diplomatic Events
  • Withholding Of Diplomatic Recognition
  • Severance Of Diplomatic Relations
  • Withdrawal From International Organisations
  • Refusal Of Membership In International Bodies
  • Expulsion From International Organisations

**Psychological Intervention:**
• Self-Exposure To The Elements
• Fast Of Moral Pressure
• Hunger Strike
• Satyagrahic Fast
• Reverse Trial
• Nonviolent Harassment

**Physical Intervention:**
• Sit-In
• Stand-In
• Ride-In
• Wade-In
• Mill-In
• Pray-In
• Nonviolent Raids
• Nonviolent Air Raids
• Nonviolent Invasion
• Nonviolent Interjection
• Nonviolent Obstruction
• Nonviolent Occupation

**Social Intervention:**
• Establishing New Social Patterns
• Overloading Of Facilities
• Stall-In
• Speak-In
• Guerrilla Theatre
• Alternative Social Institutions
• Alternative Communication System

**Economic Intervention:**
• Reverse Strike
• Stay-In Strike
• Nonviolent Land Seizure
• Defiance Of Blockades
• Politically Motivated Counterfeiting
• Preclusive Purchasing
• Seizure Of Assets
• Dumping
• Selective Patronage
• Alternative Markets
• Alternative Transportation Systems
• Alternative Economic Institutions

**Political Intervention:**
• Disclosing Identities Of Secret Agents
• Seeking Imprisonment
• Civil Disobedience Of “Neutral” Laws
• Work-On Without Collaboration
• Dual Sovereignty And Parallel Government

**Formal Statements:**
• Public Speeches
• Letters Of Opposition Or Support
• Declarations By Organizations And Institutions
• Signed Public Declarations
• Declarations Of Indictment And Intention

**Communications With A Wider Audience:**
• Group Or Mass Petitions
• Slogans, Caricatures, And Symbols
• Banners, Posters, And Displayed Communications
• Leaflets, Pamphlets, And Books
• Newspapers And Journals
• Records, Radio, And Television
• Skywriting And Earthwriting

**Group Representations:**
• Deputations
• Mock Awards
• Group Lobbying
• Picketing
• Mock Elections

**Symbolic Public Acts:**
• Displays Of Flags And Symbolic Colours
• Wearing Of Symbols
• Prayer And Worship
• Delivering Symbolic Objects
• Protest Disrobing
• Destruction Of Own Property
• Symbolic Lights
• Displays Of Portraits
• Paint As Protest
• New Signs And Names
• Symbolic Sounds
• Symbolic Reclamations
• Rude Gestures

**Pressures On Individuals:**
• “Haunting” Officials
• Taunting Officials
• Fraternization
• Vigils
• Humorous Skits And Pranks
• Performances Of Plays And Music
• Singing

**Processions:**
• Marches
Honouring The Dead:
- Parades
- Religious Processions
- Pilgrimages
- Motorcades
- Political Mournings
- Mock Funerals
- Demonstrative Funerals
- Homage At Burial Places

Public Assemblies:
- Assemblies Of Protest Or Support
- Protest Meetings
- Camouflaged Meetings Of Protest
- Teach-Ins

Withdrawal And Renunciation:
- Walk-Outs
- Silence
- Renouncing Honours
- Turning One’s Back

Ostracism Of Persons:
- Social Boycott
- Selective Social Boycott
- Lysistratic Nonaction
- Excommunication
- Interdict

Noncooperation With Social Events, Customs, And Institutions:
- Suspension Of Social And Sports Activities
- Boycott Of Social Affairs
- Student Strike
- Social Disobedience
- Withdrawal From Social Institutions

Withdrawal From The Social System:
- Stay-At-Home
- Total Personal Noncooperation
- “Flight” Of Workers
- Sanctuary
- Collective Disappearance
- Protest Emigration (Hijrat)

Action By Consumers:
- Consumers’ Boycott
- Nonconsumption Of Boycotted Goods
- Policy Of Austerity
- Rent Withholding
- Refusal To Rent
- National Consumers’ Boycott
- International Consumers’ Boycott

Action By Workers And Producers:
- Workers’ Boycott
- Producers’ Boycott
- Suppliers’ And Handlers’ Boycott
- Refusal Of Impressed Labour
- Prisoners’ Strike
- Craft Strike
- Professional Strike

Action By Middlemen:

Action By Owners And Management:
- Traders’ Boycott
- Refusal To Let Or Sell Property
- Lockout
- Refusal Of Industrial Assistance
- Merchants’ “General Strike”

Action By Holders Of Financial Resources:
- Withdrawal Of Bank Deposits
- Refusal To Pay Fees, Dues, And Assessments
- Refusal To Pay Debts Or Interest
- Severance Of Funds And Credit
- Revenue Refusal
- Refusal Of A Government’s Money

Action By Governments:
- Domestic Embargo
- Blacklisting Of Traders
- International Sellers’ Embargo

Symbolic Strikes:
- International Buyers’ Embargo
- International Trade Embargo
- Protest Strike
- Quickie Walkout (Lightning Strike)
- Refusal Of Impressed Labour
- Prisoners’ Strike
- Craft Strike
- Professional Strike
- Working-To-Rule Strike
- Reporting “Sick” (Sick-In)
- Strike By Resignation
- Limited Strike
- Selective Strike
- Generalised Strike

Ordinary Industrial Strikes:
- Establishment Strike
- Industry Strike
- Sympathy Strike

Restricted Strikes:
- Detailed Strike
- Bumper Strike
- Slowdown Strike

Agricultural Strikes:
- Peasant Strike

Mandatory Strikes:
- Lockout
- Refusal Of Industrial Assistance

Agricultural Strikes:
- Farm Workers’ Strike

Combination Of Strikes And Economic Closures:
- Hartal
- Economic Shutdown
- Witholding Or Withdrawal Of Allegiance

Strikes By Special Groups:
- Refusal Of Public Support
- Literature And Speeches Advocating Resistance

Refusal Of Authority:
- Noncooperation With Government:
- Boycott Of Legislative Bodies
- Boycott Of Elections
- Boycott Of Government Employment And Positions
- Boycott Of Government Departments, Agencies, And Other Bodies
- Withdrawal From Governmental Educational Institutions
- Boycott Of Government-Supported Institutions
- Refusal Of Assistance To Enforcement Agents
- Removal Of Own Signs And Placemarks
- Refusal To Accept Appointed Officials
- Refusal To Dissolve Existing Institutions
- Selective Noncooperation
- Refusal Of An Assemblage Or Meeting To Disperse

Economic shutdown:
- Economic Shutdown
- Withholding Or Withdrawal Of Allegiance
- Refusal Of Assistance To Enforcement Agents
- Removal Of Own Signs And Placemarks
- Refusal To Accept Appointed Officials
- Removal Of Existing Institutions

Alternatives To Obedience:
- Rebellious And Slow Compliance
- Nonobedience In Absence Of Direct Supervision
- Popular Nonobedience
- Disguised Disobedience
- Refusal Of Assemblages Or Meetings To Disperse

Disguised Disobedience:
- Noncooperation With Conscription And Deportation
- Hiding, Escape, And False Identities
- Civil Disobedience Of “Illegitimate” Laws

Hiding, Escape, And False Identities:
- Selective Refusal Of Assistance By Government Aides

Noncooperation With Assemblies:
- Refusal Of Assistance By Government Aides

False Identities:
- Blocking Of Lines Of Command And Information

Refusal Of Assemblages Or Meetings To Disperse:
- Stalemate
- Sitdown

Civil Disobedience Of “Illegitimate” Laws:
- Selective Refusal Of Assistance By Government Aides

Refusal Of Assistance To Enforcement Agents:
- Blocking Of Lines Of Command And Information

Refusal Of Assistance By Government Aides:
- Stalemate
- Sitdown

Selective Refusal Of Assistance By Government Aides:
- Blocking Of Lines Of Command And Information

Blocking Of Lines Of Command And Information:
- Stalemate
- Sitdown

Hiding, Escape, And False Identities:
- Selective Refusal Of Assistance By Government Aides
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